OPIS PointLogic provides a single interactive source of natural gas fundamentals and expert analysis

**COMMODITIES WE COVER**
- LPG/NGL
- Natural Gas
- Power
- Oil

**VITAL STATISTICS**
- 80 billion cubic feet of U.S. pipeline gas flow volumes collected daily
- 32,000+ daily gas flows from meter points in the U.S., Canada & Mexico
- 5,000+ industry articles & commentary published per year
- 425+ pipeline projects with data on owner, volumes, cost, locations & maps
- 200+ years of combined analyst experience
- 92+ producing areas in the Lower 48, plus 24 in Canada

**WHO WE HELP**
- Pipeline and Storage Operators
- NGL and Petrochem companies
- Oil and gas producers
- Traders/marketers
- Power generators/Utilities
- Financial institutions
- Regulators
- Consultants

**HOW OPIS POINTLOGIC IS DIFFERENT**
- Visual Interface
  See the big picture on interactive maps, click for detail
- Timeliness
  Get data updates at least 5x/day
- One Source
  Modules + reports integrated on a single platform
- Excel Add-In
  Mold data to your unique needs; export & refresh easily
- Access To Experts
  Speak directly to our analysts
- One Price
  No per-seat charges

opisnet.com/pointlogic.com
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